## Welcome Video
Welcome to day 5 of Space Camp! This whole week we are learning about outer space, the solar system, and the inspirational scientists and astronauts who study it. Today, we are closing our week by talking about the stars and constellations.

### Video
- What Are Stars?

### Read Aloud Video
- [Mae Among the Stars](#)
  - by Roda Ahmed, Stasia Burrington (Illustrator)

### Craft Video
- [Flashlight Constellation](#)
  - Credit to PBS Kids for the tutorial.

### Video
- Constellations

### Snack
- [Star Sandwiches](#)
  - Credit to Sab I Am for the tutorial.

### Activity Video
- [Star Jar Activity](#)
  - Credit to Arts and Crafts with Crafty Carol for the tutorial.

### Extra Educational Videos
- Stars | Space Song